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Can Rural Banking Deserts Become Banking

Opportunities For CFIs?

 branch strategies Mergers and Acquisitions

Summary: Mergers and branch consolidation have accelerated in recent years,

leaving an increasing number of rural communities without access to bank

branches. Could CFI’s turn these banking deserts into banking opportunities?

The town of Moorhead, Mississippi is thought to be where the Blues was born. Indeed, there’s even an

historical marker in town, “Where the Southern Cross the Dog," with the inscription: “W. C. Handy, ‘The Father

of the Blues,’ Handy wrote that he first heard the line "Goin' where the Southern cross the Dog.” Moorhead

became a hub not only of rail transportation, but of blues activity in local juke joints.”

However, a few years ago, the small town found itself singing the banking blues. Regions Bank, which had

operated the only branch in town, pulled out, threatening to make Moorhead another in the growing list of rural

banking deserts. 

"That was actually the only bank in our community and the next-closest bank was probably 8, 9 miles to

Indianola," said the town’s mayor George Holland. "I was thinking, 'What are we going to do?'"

Fortunately for Moorhead, Regions Bank donated its building to Hope Credit Union and helped with the

transition, enabling Moorhead to avoid becoming another unbanked rural town. But many others haven’t been

as fortunate.

The problem. Mergers and bank branch consolidation have accelerated in recent years, leaving an increasing

number of rural communities without access to bank branches – and the rise of “banking deserts” that have no

branches within a 10-mile radius.

That’s a problem. As rural residents tend to rely more on branches, than those in urban areas, due to

insufficient bandwidth to support digital banking. In 2019, nine of 10 rural residents visited a bank branch, and

25% visited more than 10 times a year – rates far higher than urban residents, according to the FDIC. Rural

households also are far more likely to see a bank teller on their visits – about a third of rural households used a

bank teller, about twice the rate for urban households.

However, those living in rural areas are more likely to live in banking deserts, without access to a nearby

branch, so they face long drives, the CFPB found. The problem is getting worse. In 2014, there were 1,132

banking deserts (65% of which were in rural areas), plus, an additional 1,055 potential banking deserts (81%

identified to be in rural areas). The number of banking deserts has likely climbed as banking consolidation has

a direct impact on rural banking deserts.

How CFIs are impacted. The CFPB says it is looking into the problem and what the government can do to

help alleviate it. The obvious solution is more branches in rural areas. But making that happen can be difficult.

CFIs traditionally have been the primary providers of banking to rural communities. Back in 2012, there were

600 counties – about a fifth of all counties in the country – whose only institution was a CFI. However, CFIs

often pull out because branches in isolated small towns are unprofitable.
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The CFPB notes that the Community Reinvestment Act tries to get CFIs to provide services to underrepresented

communities. The report notes that under the CRA, larger banks with their vast resources might be encouraged

to do more in rural communities. But CFIs have always been the banking lifeblood of small rural communities,

and any solution will probably have to rely on these institutions

What you can do about it 

1. Ask for capital asset donation. If you’re considering entering or expanding in a rural community that has

a larger institution pulling out, solicit their help to possibly donate branch buildings and help with transition

costs, like what happened in Moorhead. 

2. Federal relief targeting rural communities. You should also keep a close eye on federal actions that

might offer incentives to banks willing to return to small rural communities.

With the right combination of federal and local support, rural communities could become zones of

opportunities for CFIs. And more towns like Moorhead could finally stop singing the banking blues.

LOOKING TO GROW YOUR LOAN PORTFOLIO?

Financial institutions are looking for ways to boost their loan portfolio. Depending on your portfolio

concentration, you may need C&I loans or choose a hedging solution to satisfy the long-term, fixed-rate needs

of your customers. Check out our Lending Services to find the right solution for your institution.

ECONOMY & RATES

Rates As Of: 06/02/2022 07:02AM (GMT-0700)

Treasury Yields MTD Chg YTD Chg

3M 1.15 -0.01 1.09

6M 1.63 -0.01 1.44

1Y 2.13 0.04 1.74

2Y 2.65 0.09 1.91

5Y 2.93 0.11 1.67

10Y 2.94 0.09 1.42

30Y 3.10 0.06 1.20

FF Market FF Disc IORB

0.83 1.00 0.90

SOFR Prime OBFR

0.80 4.00 0.82
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